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HIKING 100 KM FOR THE SAKE OF 10 FAMILIES' BRIGHT FUTURE
This year marks an exciting milestone for Fuller
Center for Housing Armenia (FCHA). We are celebrating 10 years of building homes and empowering families through decent, affordable housing.
During these years more than 630 families have
been supported and enjoyed the joy of having a
home.
To make the anniversary memorable, in the beginning
of the year, FCHA announced a campaign to build ten
more homes than it was initially planned for ten homeless families by the end of the year.
In the frames of the campaign we launched a 100 km
hiking trail to assist 10 more families in housing need
towards the 10th Anniversary and to draw more attention to the housing problem in Armenia.
The hiking started from the home of one of the FCHA’s
first beneficiary families in Pokr Vedi village, Ararat
Region and finished at the home of the FCHA 2018
beneficiary family in Agarakadzor village, Vayots
Dzor Region.

We were sure that 100 km hiking would be easy, as
we were not alone and we had a big hope we would
have success in our campaign!
On its last day, when only a few kms of hiking was
left to reach the target, Hirair and Anna Hovnanian
Foundation awarded $100,000 grant to the FCHA for
the deserving life of 10 families.

HIRAIR AND ANNA HOVNANIAN FOUNDATION AWARDED $100,000 GRANT
TO THE FCHA FOR THE DESERVING LIFE OF 10 FAMILIES

decent homes with all necessities but also revived hope
for the future and renewed faith in humanity.
”The 10 years of operation of our organization have
been years of fulfillment of dreams, years of tears of
happiness for over 630 families. The support of the
Foundation towards the ”Deserving Life for 10 Families” project has become the lighthouse for the light of
which many families in need of decent housing have
been waiting long. We hope that our newly established cooperation will go a long way and will become
the guarantee of many more families’ happiness,” said
the Fuller Center for Housing Armenia President Ashot
Yeghiazaryan.

The Hirair and Anna Hovnanian Foundation awarded $100,000 grant to the Fuller Center for Housing
Armenia aimed to assist 10 families in 10 villages of
Armenia to improve their housing conditions.
Owing to the generous donation of the Hirair and Anna
Hovnanian Foundation these families not only will have

The Hirair and Anna Hovnanian Foundation was established in 1986 in the United States by Armenian
American benefactor Hirair Hovnanian. Since then, the
Foundation has been implementing various charitable
projects in various spheres. The Foundation has been operating in Armenia already 12 years.

PARTNERSHIP WITH VIVACELL-MTS

The settlement of issues that have become a social burden helps to improve the quality of a family’s life. Especially those living in regions feel its need most; the desire to build a home becomes a reason for them to look
for a solution abroad choosing the way of emigration.
To preserve the country as a homeland, however, they
need to stay on their own land and have the faith to
dream, live and succeed. The families who have solved
the housing problems in different regions of Armenia
are trying to set new goals and achieve them.

effectiveness over the years; homes were built or renovated in 56 communities for 150 families. It has been
planned to continue the project in 2018, too. The partnering organizations have signed the contract for the
current year.
“The decision has been made, the contract has been
signed. This year, too, we will cooperate with the Fuller
Center for Housing Armenia to fulfill the dream of our
compatriots. The new challenges and the economic situation oblige us to specify the calculations, but when we
see how the families, who have overcome the problem
of housing many years ago, confidently set new dreams
now, we try to be helpful to more families within the
realms of our possibilities,” said VivaCell-MTS General
Manager Ralph Yirikian.
“This is a program the result of which is assessed through
the change in the life quality, through the sparkle of
faith towards the future in the eyes of the families. Although considerable work has been done, we evaluate
the years of cooperation with a more important criterion, that is - awakening faith in a bright future in people’s hearts,” shared the Fuller Center for Housing Armenia President Ashot Yeghiazaryan.

The mechanisms of the cooperation are clear: the list of
families to be included in the program is made by the
Fuller Center for Housing Armenia, taking into account
their social status, the presence of juveniles in the family,
the crowdedness of the living space and a number of
The housing program implemented by VivaCell-MTS other criteria. VivaCell-MTS provides financial support,
and Fuller Center for Housing Armenia has proven its as well as participates voluntarily in the construction
works.

WITH UNITED FORCES TOWARDS THE FCHA’s 10TH ANNIVERSARY.
THE FOURTH YEAR OF PARTNERSHIP WITH UWC DILIJAN COLLEGE
This spring students from Albania, Armenia, Georgia,
Germany, Lebanon, Portugal, Serbia and South Africa
were hosted in Jrvezh community of Kotayk region, in
the house of Chobanyan family who lived in a basement
for many years. The construction work done by the volunteers during these three days was a huge support for
the family.
The Fuller Center for Housing Armenia helps to build
homes with the mission of keeping Armenian families in
their homeland and giving them a dignified life, and
the cooperation with UWC Dilijan College is an integral
part of that mission.

This May a multinational volunteer group from UWC
Dilijan again joined the Fuller Center for Housing Armenia bringing dedication and readiness to give a helping
hand to a needy family. Since the college opening in
2014 the students participate in the Fuller Center volunteer programme twice a year.

“Community service is part of UWC Dilijan experiential learning programme, through which the students develop skills necessary for impactful humanitarian work.
Participation in the Fuller Center for Housing Armenia is
a very important project for our international students’
body. It helps students to get deeper involved into the
Armenian community and to give back to the country
which becomes their second home,” said UWC Dilijan Biology Teacher Mikayel Minasyants, who was supervising
the UWC Dilijan students’ group.

THE U.S. EMBASSY AND FCHA BUILD A HOME

On May 19, 2018, volunteers from the U.S. Embassy
Helping Hands organization and the Fuller Center for
Housing Armenia team again united their forces to build
a home for a family in need. This year the teams worked
in Zovaber village of Gegharkunik region helping the
Gabrielyan family.
Having volunteerism as an ideological basis and being
ready to help those in need, the US Embassy has always combined forces with the Fuller Center for Housing
Armenia becoming the helping hand with the help of
which the families have completed their home construction sooner.

The Galstyans have been waiting for this day very long.
For many years the family had temporarily lived in other people’s houses moving from one place to another,
and then moved to live in a temporary shelter (domik).
Each day, the family put stone on the stone but could
only build the walls of the house and cover the ceiling.
“Though our entire family works diligently, we hardly
earn a living. The completion of the house construction
has become an unachievable dream. My sons are already adult but they even don’t think of getting married
as we don’t have enough place for living. This is a magic that happened to us. First, FCHA’s support, and now
these people help bringing us closer to the long-awaited
happy day. Soon my family will live in a decent home.
God’s blessing to you all,’’ said the family father.
The Gabrielyan family is one of the 10 families of 10
villages in Armenia being assisted through the generous

$100,000 grant awarded to Fuller Center for Housing
Armenia by the Hirair and Anna Hovnanian Foundation.
It is already 10 years, the Fuller Center for Housing Armenia gives hope, joy and happiness of having a home
to those in need--people who live in domiks, basements,
half-built buildings deprived of basic housing conditions.
Fuller Center for Housing Armenia, a ten-year-old organization, has been cooperating with the U.S. Embassy
for nine years. The same mission of helping Armenian
families to build homes brings them together. Since the
inception of the organization, over 630 families have
been supported.

BEST WESTERN CONGRESS HOTEL YEREVAN HELPING BUILD A HOME
WITH FCHA TOWARDS ITS 10TH ANNIVERSARY
On May 28, Best Western Congress Hotel Yerevan
team joined Fuller Center for Housing Armenia for 10th
Anniversary Milestone Build to help one more Armenian
family in need of decent housing to sooner finish the
construction of their dream home. Best Western Congress Hotel Yerevan is also the exclusive sponsor of
the 10th Anniversary event of the Fuller Center for
Housing Armenia which is to be held on June 15,
2018.
The team volunteers from Best Western Congress Hotel Yerevan worked in Qaghsi village of Kotayk region
helping the Khachatryan family to build their dream
home. The team dedicated their time and efforts helping the family morally and physically with the highest
sense of corporate social responsibility.
The Khachatryans are a family of eleven. Rustam and
his wife, Hripsik, together with their three children, live
with Rustam’s parents and his brother’s family, eleven
people in a four-room house. It is already nine years,
Rustam has started building a house for his family, but
could raise only the walls and do the ceiling.
‘’Hospitality is simply an opportunity to show love and
care,’’ Best Western Congress team said.

‘’For many years I was trying to finish the house construction putting stone on the stone but financial problems didn’t allow to finish the construction sooner. I am
so thankful to FCHA and the volunteers who came and
worked tirelessly with us. Their support is invaluable. My
entire family is very grateful for such a generous support,” shared Rustam.

GLOBAL BUILDER (GB) VOLUNTEER TEAM, LED BY ABIE ALEXANDER, GIVES A
HELPING HAND TO A FAMILY IN HOUSING NEED
The Fuller Center for Housing Armenia (FCHA) first
Global Builder volunteer team of 2018, led by FCHA
loyal friend Abie Alexander, opened the GB volunteer
season on May 18.
For two weeks the team helped the Nurijanyan family
in need of decent housing in Mkchyan village, Ararat
region to build their long cherished home.
“The reason why I am in Armenia with four others from
the US, is the Fuller Center for Housing, founded by the
late Millard Fuller, an exceptional human being. The
mission of FCH is to provide “adequate shelter for all
people in need worldwide” said Abie Alexander.
PH International English Access Program, led by John
Beauparlant, joined the GB team and did fantastic
work helping the family with concreting works which
was a huge support for the family.

ARDI is a 5-year program funded by the USAID and being
implemented by FCHA and Heifer Armenia.
The program aims to increase rural employment by tackling
constraints to rural economic development of select rural
communities in the Syunik, Vayots Dzor and Lori regions of
Armenia. The program supports interventions in three main
rural economic sectors/Value Chains involving Dairy Processing, Fruit Processing and Rural Tourism.
To read ARDI program updates please visit our website.

HOW

you
can

HELP

To support our program, please
make an online donation through
our website at
www.fcharmenia.org
Or send a check to:
The Fuller Center for Housing, PO
Box 523, Americus, GA 31709,
USA
Please add ‘‘Armenia’’
in the memo line.
Donations are tax-deductible.
THANK YOU!

